Study by distance only or combine with your class lessons

**What is distance learning?**
Individualised English lessons by Skype or telephone.

**Distance learning gives you:**
- A one-hour lesson with an experienced teacher
- A time that suits you
- Personalised programs designed to meet your language needs
- Online course and other self-study materials
- AMEP English courses

**Benefits of studying by distance**
- Flexibility
- Convenience
- Choice
- Confidence
- Personalised learning
- Only 5 AMEP hours a week

To join, contact your local AMEP provider.

**What distance learning students are saying...**

- “I work during the day so it suits me to have my lesson in the evening.” - Katherine
- “The teacher helped me practise the questions for my job interview.” - Olive
- “I look forward to talking to my teacher every week. I feel less isolated.” - Kristina
- “Practising with my teacher gave me confidence talking to others.” - Maryam
- “The teacher helped me with my retail course.” - Reshma
- “My distance learning teacher helped me understand what I was learning in class.” - Kathreen

For more information watch the video online at: www.amep-dl.com.au
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